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Joint work between UiT and Sámediggi

Sharing:

• infrastructure

• linguistic resources

• computer resources

• even man-power to some degree
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Languages

• We focus on these languages: North, Lule, South Sámi

• We have also worked with: Greenlandic, Faroese, Iñupiaq,
Kven, Meänkieli, Komi

• We have looked at: Skolt, Inari, Kildin Sámi, Inuktitut
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Overview
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Corpus infrastructure - text hierarchy
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Corpus infrastructure
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Corpus content overview

Table 1: Number of words in our corpus

Language North Sámi Lule Sámi South Sámi

Admin 2 102 120 148 004 8 749

Bible 202 546 120 287 0

News 4 796 352 7 422 0

Fiction 228 766 12 072 2 025

All words 7 329 784 287 785 10 774
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Documentation Infrastructure
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Trond
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Basic tools

• Morphological analysers / generators

• Morphological disambiguators

• Syntactic analysers
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Morphological analysers / generators

• Manually written finite state transducers

• → see grammar as some sort of Red Cross coin automaton

– (X is a word in the language if there is a path through
the automaton which gives X)
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Lexical transducer
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Phonological transducer

ss → s, rj → rjj, ... || _ Vow* WeG ;

i → á || _ VowCH ;
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Morphological disambiguators

• Ambiguous words become clear in context

• → Constraint grammar

• → Manually written ruleset
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Syntactic analysers

• Adding grammatical function and dependency
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Why do we use just these methods, and not other?

Let us have a quick look at the alternatives
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The alternatives

• Morphology

– fullform lists

– shallow parsing (part of speech only)

• Disambiguation and syntax

– "deeper" syntactic approaches: LFG, HPSG

– "more shallow" approaches: statistical disambiguators
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Morphology

For languages with...

• less morphology, morphfeature:wordform pairs are ok

• extensive but concatenative morphology, simple automata
are ok

• extensive and non-concatenative morphology, we find
cascading or two-level transducers the best option

POS-only information is good for some applications, we want to
know that gusa → gussa
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The real reason why we do it our way:

A transducer model of a grammar is a generative grammar of the
language in question

By using finite state transducers rather than wordlist
approachess, we are as linguists able to test our grammatical
hypotheses in full scale, rather than on a couple of examples

→ Here we have a substantial motivation for spending
years on making a program with no commercial potential
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When should a language get such a transducer?

• Linguistically speaking, always

• As part of a revitalisation project: Perhaps not the first thing
to do

• (1st priority for lingvists is grammar - dictionary - text
collection)
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• For university lingustics, languages with few speakers are as
interesting as languages with many speakers

• Even more so: Languages where you may be a pioneer may
be more attractive

• → Anyone interested in Inari Sámi consonant gradation
should make a comprehensive finite state transducer
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Disambiguation and syntax

Our philosophy:

1. What we do shall be linguistically interesting

• → not statistical disambiguating

• they work (96 % accuracy), but do not tell us about the
grammar
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2. What we do must work (be robust)

• → hence not syntactic models such as LFG, HPSG

• They give very good analyses, but only in 60 % of the cases

• They often give thousands of analysis for the same sentence
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Constraint grammar is our choice

• → It has a higher accuracy (97-99 % reported)

• → We add grammatical function and dependency, and
approach the level of deep parsers in information richness
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Thus, we have a robust syntactic analyser

• basis for end-user applications such as grammar checking
and machine translation

• also relevant to lexicographers, terminologists, ...
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Lene
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Our corpus
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Existing dialect materials

• Written dialect texts

• Dialect recordings

• A small part is transcripted

• Different methods for transcription
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A corpus of spoken Sámi?

• Collect the transcriptions, transcribe more

• Automatic conversion into standard orthography →
grammatical analysis

• Parallell corpus: transcription / standard orthography

• Recordings available
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Pedagogical programs - based upon language technology

Two goals

1. interactive grammar games (the technology by VISL -
University of Southern Denmark)

2. make programs for interactive grammar and communicative
exercises in Sámi

(The project is funded by the Faculty of Humanities at UiT and
the Sámi parlament in Norway)
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The dialogues and drills are based upon our lexica and
analysers:

• Mas don balat? (What are you afraid of?)

– May accept all answers containing locative, both singular
and plural, also negative

• Jugat go gáfe? (Do you drink coffee?)

– May accept all answers containing "juhkat" 2Sg presens,
both indicative and conditional, both affirming and
negative
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Sjur
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Proofing tools

• Spell checker

• Hyphenator

• Possible in the future:

– inflecting thesaurus

– grammar checker
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Spell checker
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Automatic hyphenation
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What ties it all together?
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Development Infrastructure
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Testing Infrastructure

• Two-level rule test pairs

• Lexical coverage / corpus analysis

• Proofing tools testing:

– Gold standard testing (precision/recall)

– Regression testing

– Typos testing
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Regression testing
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Portability

Goal: Port solutions for Northern Sámi to other languages

• Large costs go into setting up infrastructure.

• Commercial companies naturally keep this infrastructure to
themselves, as this is part of their competitive advantage

• In Tromsø, we publish our infrastructure as part of an
open-source how-to for language technology projects.
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Conclusion: Language technology solutions are

• a sine qua non for minority languages needing a written
language

• necessary tools for reference work.

• Linguists, programmers and language activists should
co-operate on making the necessary tools for supporting use
of the literary language
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